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Warring hotspots all over the world are ﬂaring up in 2016 in what amounts to
preparation for World War III between the military forces of the US led Western Empire
against the forces of the Eastern axis led by Russia and China joined by Iran and North
Korea. Let’s be clear – the globalists are the puppet masters behind the Western forces
intentionally provoking catastrophic world war.
We live in a time when the earth’s ruling elite has willfully created this
foreboding, seemingly suicidal endgame scenario, using US Empire to prod,
orchestrate, and push the world into two enemy camps in a West vs. East showdown. Global
war timed with the inevitable collapse of their Ponzi-schemed global economy will open the
ﬂoodgate to unbridled tyranny brought on by their long plotted one world government. The
systematic destruction of the West and its First World aﬄuence is but part of this sinister
scheme to destabilize every region on the planet in order to engineer such dire, devastating
conditions that the surviving global masses will automatically seek refuge and protection
from deep state’s one world governance as their only means of staying alive. Meticulously
creating the conditions most ripe for war, ecological degradation leading to disease and
famine ensures that the elite’s eugenics depopulation agenda will leave a slave class of a
half to one billion people on earth to serve the diabolical ruling class.
Thus as the only means of escaping this horriﬁc outcome, it’s extremely important to
expose this nightmarish globalist agenda that’s using the US Empire-NATO war machine to
aggressively provoke rising world tensions and hostilities as precipitating pre-WWIII events.
Per last year’s UN Global Trends Report, at near 60 million, 2014 saw more people being
displaced around the world than any previous time in recorded history. The elite’s carefully
engineered global hotspots cover every corner of the globe, from the US-induced political
and economic unrest creating havoc now in Brazil and Venezuela; a stepped up war in
Ukraine ﬂanked by the built-up deployment of hostile NATO troops at the Russian border;
ongoing war with no end in Syria, Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan, Yemen, and prewar skirmishes,
ﬂare-ups and small scale wars in Somalia, Pakistan, Nagorno-Karabakh, South
Sudan, Burundi and Central African Republic all the way eastward to the rising tensions in
the South China Sea and the Korean Peninsula as well as stretching northward to the Arctic
Circle, the West’s push for confrontation, aggression and domination against the Eastern
alliance is making global war eminent and virtually unavoidable.
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Russia, China, Iran and even North Korea do not want war. And neither do all the people
living in the West. But the Western crime cabal in charge never cares what the people want.
As Kissinger says, we are all just “useless eaters,” taking up precious space and consuming
th

their “nearly depleted” 19 century energy sources. The elite has made sure the masses
stay stuck in the dark, unable to get their hands on or wrap their minds around free energy
technology, cancer cures, antigravity technology or the global capacity to wipe out hunger
and starvation to feed a world population up to 11 billion. All because a very powerful
handful amongst the near 7.5 billion people on our planet want nearly all of us dead. And
they are the driving force that controls the warmongering Western despots frothing at the
mouth for global war and total planetary destruction.
The US Empire has maintained an unending agenda to stir up and keep hostile relations hot
between US-backed South Korea and the Chinese-backed North Korea, otherwise known as
George W’s “axis-of-evil” member. As part of the post-WWII contrived divide and
conquer cold war of US-led “free world” versus those “nasty evil Commies” Russia and
China, the globalists who ideologically have always leaned far closer towards Communist
totalitarianism than free enterprise democracy have been carving up and splitting nations,
pitting humans belonging to the same ethnic group against each other from Europe to Asia
into two distinct warring camps.
Be it US backed and controlled West Germany versus Soviet backed and controlled East
Germany, US backed and controlled Western Europe versus Soviet backed and controlled
Eastern Europe, Soviet backed and partially controlled China versus US backed and
controlled Taiwan, US/French backed and US controlled South Vietnam versus
Soviet/Chinese backed and controlled North Vietnam to US backed and controlled South
Korea versus Soviet/Chinese backed and controlled North Korea. For centuries the globalist
agenda has ruthlessly and systematically torn apart nation after nation, literally down to
tearing apart family after family just to keep wars and the threat of human self-annihilation
alive and US global hegemony thriving at the rest of humanity’s expense.
This presentation will focus on just one of these countless hotspots that could at any time
trigger World War III. Heightened tensions this week on the Korean Peninsula have brought
Cold War 2 to the near boiling point between US puppet South Korea and China’s wayward
puppet North Korea. The latest North Korean launch of last week’s nuclear missile test, the
second this year, has the US and South Korea ready to up their anti-North Korean ante.
Despite economic sanctions supposedly intended to dissuade a targeted nation to curb its
militarized activities, sanctions have only had the opposite eﬀect on North Korea.
The six nation diplomatic talks with North Korea to curtail its pursuit of a nuclear bomb
broke down eight years ago and the “most sanctioned nation on earth” as George W Bush
called North Korea has been sanctioned and re-sanctioned ad nauseam to no avail. Yet
recent calls for more diplomacy rather than confrontation and escalation appear to be falling
on deaf ears. When North Korea’s leader Kim Jong Un rightly believes that US-led forces
pose a grave nuclear threat to North Korea’s very survival, no sanctions will deter a nation
from doing what it believes it must do to survive.
After last Friday’s nuclear test detonation estimated to be twice the strength of Hiroshima’s
blast, the international community once again lambasted the North Korean dictator. Though
portrayed by Western press as an unpredictable, highly volatile, paranoid madman, US
aggressions historically have forced Kim and his Pyongyang government to expend their
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limited resources almost exclusively on expanding its military self-defense. The much
maligned so called nation pariah is simply doing what it believes is necessary to survive in
an increasingly hostile world led by US Empire. An objective examination of North Korea’s
history will demonstrate the veracity that it’s not North Korea that’s been the true aggressor
but the US Empire.
For over ﬁve centuries from 1392-1910 under the Josean Dynasty, Korea remained a united
nation with one culture and one language. Then from 1910-1945, Korea became a colonial
victim of Japanese imperialism. Once Japan was defeated in WWII, since the Philippines had
already been an imperialistic possession of the US and Japan itself was the vanquished
enemy, they were both placed directly under postwar control of the US Empire. With Korea a
lesser priority, by convenient expediency, the Korean people were once again re-victimized,
arbitrarily divided by the two occupying military forces at the close of WWII, the Soviets in
the north and Americans in the south.

With US interests represented by two Army colonels working as junior State Department
oﬃcials, one Dean Rusk, the future Secretary of State under John Kennedy, just ﬁve days
prior to Japan’s surrender in August 1945, without input from any Koreans, their nation was
severed roughly in half at the 38th parallel, ensuring that the capital Seoul would remain
under US auspices. The provisional South Korean government sought friendly relations with
all nations, independence, social and land reform and ultimate reuniﬁcation. These
democratic principles and policies that were beneﬁcial to the South Korean citizens stood in
stark contrast with the imperialistic design that US military control would accept and the
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provisional government in September 1945 was quickly disbanded. Eventually in its place
was inserted an anti-Communist oppressive dictator that suited US interests. The Truman
Doctrine essentially took over where Japanese imperial rule occupation left oﬀ in both East
and South East Asia. Empire’s sphere of inﬂuence included Japan, South Korea, Philippines,
Indochina (Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia), Formosa (Taiwan) and Indonesia.
By the original postwar mandate the two Koreas were supposed to be reuniﬁed by 1948, but
because the globalist designed cold war was already in full swing, the puppet regime in the
north controlled by Stalin didn’t trust the US installed South Korean anti-Communist
puppet dictator who wantonly murdered democratic opposition movements especially from
the left. Stalin’s boy to the north was just as bloodthirsty. Like trained cock ﬁghts, both
world powers encouraged and promoted espionage and covert aggression against the other.
So by imperialistic design, Korea was never liberated and for over a century now has
remained a divided and conquered people living in an occupied and divided nation for over
seven decades.
Former Secretary of State John Foster Dulles organized a series of covert incursions by
South Korean provocateurs into North Korean territory in 1949 and 1950 prior to the start of
the Korean War. This oﬀensive tactic of probing and war baiting is a familiar strategy in US
false ﬂag history designed to intentionally trigger wars. This same sort of false ﬂag was used
as the precursor that President Johnson jumped on to falsely accuse North Vietnam of ﬁring
upon a US Navy vessel in the Gulf of Tonkin in August 1964 in order to jump start the
Vietnam War that his predecessor JFK had vowed to avoid. But less than 9 months after coconspirator LBJ murdered Kennedy, he ignited what would become America’s longest
running war in history, that is until the same cloak and dagger neocons came to power this
century to secure their own “endless war on terror.”
With the Rockefeller funded and founded Council on Foreign Relations as well as the United
Nations actively co-opted by the US government, a prior arrangement had been secretly
made that authorized UN troops (of course consisting almost exclusively of US military) to
come to South Korea’s aid if it was determined that North Korea attacked South Korea.
Thus, the US-led incursions north of the 38th parallel were designed to provoke North Korean
forces to retaliate and the case of North Korea invading South Korea could be bogusly
claimed. From June 1950 until July 1953, an estimated sum of 3 million Korean civilians
(some estimate as high as 4-5 million) were killed, two thirds in North Korea although North
Korea cites up to one third of the total population in the north were killed as forgotten
victims of US crimes against humanity. No other war has inﬂicted so many casualties on any
one nation in history.
The nonstop carpet bombing and ﬁrebombing of North Korea with napalm
mercilessly pulverized its 78 cities and countless villages in both North and South Korea.
And within less than six months of the war’s outset, the US Empire began threatening the
north with atomic bombs, a constantly used ultimatum weapon America has been clubbing
Pyongyang with for the last two-thirds of a century. In violation of the Armistice Agreement,
in 1958 the US began installing nuclear warhead missiles in South Korea aimed directly at
North Korea. In 1974 South Korea (otherwise known as Republic of Korea or ROK) began
preparing its own nuclear development. And over the decades Empire has upgraded and
augmented its nuclear weapons systems both in and outside South Korea to destroy North
Korea (otherwise known as Democratic People’s Republic of Korea or DPRK). These nukes
obviously pose a direct threat to both DPRK and China. Is it any wonder then that North
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Korea has invested so heavily in eﬀorts to acquire a nuclear arsenal as its only deterrent to
protect itself from the nuke-powered world bully possessing the dubious distinction of being
the only nation on earth to callously use such heinous WMD’s on two large human populated
cities?
Korea’s “undeclared war” tripled the Pentagon budget, expanded NATO power and its anticommunist false ﬂag Gladio operations in Europe, fueled exponential growth of the military
industrial complex that Eisenhower would later warn America against, and recruited the UN
as an imperialistic partner-in-crime whose co-conspiring role carries on even more so to this
day. Then with the Chinese Red Army entering the conﬂict alongside North Korea in 1951,
US war involvement fell into its ﬁrst military quagmire reaching a trench war stalemate
forcing a negotiated 1953 Armistice Agreement to cease hostile operations and retain the
original 38th parallel demilitarized zone as an intractable artiﬁcial wedge dividing Koreans.
The agreement is not a peace treaty as only military leaders from the US, China and North
Korea signed it leaving out South Korea entirely. Plus it technically leaves the two nations
legally in a continual state of war. A grass roots peace movement in South Korea has
emerged calling for the ROK and its northern neighbor DPRK to implement a ﬁnalized peace
treaty that includes stipulations for concrete steps toward reuniﬁcation.
During the more than six decades since the Korean Armistice, the US Empire has operated
the only permanent garrison in Asia stationed along the world’s most armed border. Under a
false UN mandate, the US has continually maintained a hefty troop size from the current
28,000 to 37,000 American soldiers as South Korea’s permanent ﬁxture occupying
force. General Vincent Brooks as the recently assigned top ranking US commander in the
Republic of Korea outranks even the South Korean president and top South Korean general.
The entire 625,000 active duty soldiers and nearly 3 million on active reserve status
comprising the ROK defense forces are also directly under US military command. According
to both public print and CIA sources, South Korea’s military strength and ﬁrepower is rated
th
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11 in the world compared to North Korea’s 25 position. Yet for US imperialistic and
hegemonic reasons alone, forever colonized South Korea remains subjugated to its high
command master.
The biggest arms importer in the world at last count in 2014 is none other than
South Korea buying $7 billion of its $7.3 billion worth from you guessed it America.
That’s 96% of its war-making materials coming from the US military industrial complex… yet
another boondoggle reason the Empire will never leave South Korea. And South Korea will
never be an independent sovereign nation nor will it ever reunify with its neighbor. The warmaking American Empire will make certain that never happens. Neither peacemaking nor
reuniﬁcation have ever been part of the Empire’s foreign policy agenda. Thus, nonstop US
military presence in South Korea drives the most powerful wedge against the two Koreas
ever reunifying. Clearly the US stands in the way as the biggest impediment to ever
achieving a lasting, peaceful, uniﬁed Peninsula with a united Korean people.
Just as Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte is currently ﬂashing his “Yankee go home” card
demanding the American military leave his country, so too should South Korea. But that’s
simply out of the question since Seoul as a US puppet depends on US might to buﬀer and
counter Kim’s bombastic bite. Plus way too much money is at stake. Additionally, South
Koreans have been suﬃciently brainwashed into believing that America is necessary to
protect them from their so called menacing threat to the north.
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Ever since the Korean War the United States has ensured that the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea remains politically and economically isolated from the
rest of the world. With layers of inhumane sanctions piled on top of one another, the US
has torpedoed North Korea’s national economy including its industrial base, its agriculture
and foreign trade. As a recent example of how the US manipulates and controls the United
Nations, in March this year the UN Security Council passed Resolution 2270 raining yet more
crippling sanctions down on the beleaguered DPRK. The basis for the latest sanctions are
unfounded since they are a consequence of bogus testimony of alleged human rights
violations that have been proven false. The “eyewitness” testimony came from DPRK
defectors who were paid to lie as conﬁrmed by articles in both The New York Times and The
Guardian.
This overly punitive UN resolution prohibits 50% of North Korea’s export sales of its minerals
like gold, titanium, vanadium and other precious minerals and metals. Moreover, the
resolution bans other UN nations from teaching North Koreans advanced computer science,
physics, geospatial navigation, nuclear engineering and other advanced academic and
technological disciplines, eﬀectively impoverishing the people of DPRK from learning skills
required for modern development and sound medical treatment, relegating the nation to
primitive healthcare service and last century technology.
Since 1998 North Korea has carried out ﬁve nuclear tests and launched six rocket carrying
satellites, the latest test a week ago and the second since last January. While US Empire has
vowed it will never allow DPRK to gain possession of a single nuclear weapon, since 1998
the US has been busily developing new precision guided nukes, built more non-nuclear
WMD’s and spends $8 billion each year to maintain and upgrade its vast 7,100
nuclear warhead arsenal. And even though oﬃcial US statements assert that all
American and South Korean nuclear weapons have been removed from ROK a quarter
century ago, it’s a meaningless, misleading gesture because of US capability to launch its
warheads against North Korea and China from the continental United States as well as from
any strategic nuke-powered submarine.
Meanwhile, a number of other nations have recently shot satellites into orbit and even
tested long range ballistic missiles. Yet North Korea and to some extent Iran are the only
nations singled out and attacked by the world community of course led by Empire. A blatant
double standard exists when so called Western allies like Israel are given carte blanche to
continue stockpiling its nukes but when countries on Empire’s shit list exercise their rights to
defend themselves, they’re customarily demonized. The apartheid Jewish State just ﬁnagled
a near billion dollar a year boost in US military aid to expand its nuclear threat and
genocidal policies against Palestinians and the Arab world with an obscene $38 billion
commitment at US taxpayer expense over the next decade. In response to near a half
century of nuclear threats with US nukes aimed directly at North Korea, the DPRK withdrew
from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in 2003 and as such, no international law prohibits
North Korea from developing nuclear weapons nor ﬁring rockets carrying satellites into orbit.
The pile-on of sanctions and hypocritical saber-rattling rhetoric against North Korea are both
groundless and morally untenable.
In July Empire and ROK were at it again, instigating yet more threats to not only North
Korea’s national security but Russia and China’s as well with the unveiling of
the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) anti-missile system to be
located inside South Korea. With its implementation in NATO members Romania and
Poland on Russia’s western front already well in progress, this sophisticated radar system
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and ballistic missile interceptor is construed by the three targeted Eastern nations as one
more reckless act of US belligerence and confrontation on the path to world war.

Like a tag team wearing down an opponent, Empire is betting on a strategy that helped
bring the Soviet Empire to its knees and eventual ashes. By continuing to escalate
provocation and threat by rolling out more potent weaponry like the THAAD missile defense
system as part of an unbeatable arms race that an impoverished North Korea cannot begin
to match, the objective is to bankrupt and destroy the poorest country in Asia. This same
strategy already proved successful once against the Soviet Union. The neocons today are
conﬁdent that it will once again work against DPRK. Knowing that the North Korean
government will sacriﬁce everything in order to bolster its military capabilities to keep up
with US-ROK at the expense of its own people, creating such extreme economic hardship on
a destitute population, Empire’s banking on a desperate people in North Korea to rise up in
rebellion triggering regime change.
This year the US and South Korea have dramatically stepped up their joint military exercises
practicing war against their North Korean enemy from once a year to twice a year. And
they’re bigger than ever. Last spring’s annual drill was extended to two months in length.
Three months later more war games began late last month and just ended two weeks ago.
Seeing the US aggressively militarizing their homeland like never before, the latest round of
drills was met by protests from antiwar peace groups within South Korea that recognize
practicing preemptive war strikes on the Korean Peninsula is not making them any safer or
more secure but only increasing the risk of an epic scale war and massive carnage. A
growing number of Koreans on both sides of the border realize that these US-ROK war
games are not about defensive deterrence at all, but are geared to launch ﬁrst strike
attacks on North Korean nuclear and missile facilities and to take out the Pyongyang
leadership. In response, the North Korean foreign minister issued this statement:
The military drill is an unpardonable criminal act of pushing the situation of the
Korean peninsula to the brink of a war as the situation there has become
unprecedentedly unstable due to the US introduction of nuclear strategic
bombers, THAAD and other strategic assets into the peninsula and its vicinity.
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In preparation for the coming war to take out North Korea, the US military has been
quietly moving its ﬂeet of nuclear bombers to nearby Guam. In an unprecedented display of
air power, last month both B-1 and B-2 Spirit stealth bombers were dispatched to join B-52
bombers for a triple joint air operation for the ﬁrst time. Understandably, the Pyongyang
government interpreted it as evidence of a US plan to preemptively drop nuclear bombs on
North Korea. Both the Continuous Bomber Presence (CBP) and the Bomber Assurance and
Deterrence Deployment (BAAD) operations being conducted now in the Paciﬁc are
indisputably connected to oﬀensively targeting North Korea. Yet the world media ignores
Empire transgressions that cannot hide its intent to start a nuclear war against DPRK. If the
roles were reversed, all the world would be reacting with sheer outrage over such brazen
acts of warmongering aggression. Again, always the double standard.
Then earlier this week to take it up a notch in a grand show of force designed to intimidate
Pyongyang, Empire again ﬂexed its airpower muscle with a staged ﬂyover of strategic nukepowered bombers just 50 miles from North Korea so all the world could see. Sanctions,
saber-rattling and more threats have never worked on this poorest outcast nation on the
Asian continent. DPRK is determined to exercise its right to defend itself with whatever
means is necessary, and though it cannot compete in the Empire ruled nuclear arms race,
for its survival it will not back down from seeking a semblance of nuclear parity.
While every North Korean action to defend itself against impossible odds is indignantly
portrayed as raw aggressive insanity that must be stopped at all cost, in contrast the far
deadlier, far more provocative machinations committed by the US and its ROK puppet ally
are always favorably slanted as righteous eﬀorts to protect the world by keeping the lawless
rogue state in check.
Pure deceit is how the US and its globalist masters continue getting away with mass
murdering our planet, multiple targeted nations at a time. Using nonstop war propaganda
through mainstream media, the Empire that’s always clearly been the biggest single threat
to the entire world is constantly twisting reality around to ensure that the tiny nation of
North Korea is perceived to be the out of control demon bent on destroying not just ROK and
US but the whole world.
The US has sought to create and maintain barriers between not only both Korean nations
but also exploit potential conﬂicts that might weaken ties between DPRK and its closest ally
China as well as Russia. Indeed a major reason why the US stations so many of its troops
and weapons in ROK is to militarize South Korea as part of its aggressive “Asian pivot”
strategy to encircle its other Eastern enemy China. And so status quo of yet another
dissected nation and divided people prevails as American Empire remains at war really with
both Koreas, subversively sabotaging whatever mutual eﬀort or will each may possess to
want to reunify and live in peace.
Growing tensions on the Korean Peninsula are but one example of the hectic pace of
destabilizing events unfolding around the globe. They are near daily reminders of just how
dangerous our world is becoming. The hostilities in a dozen hotspots are soaring and the
likelihood of another global war has never been closer. Continuing to deny this tragic and
alarming reality is suicide. The dire warnings that we realists are shouting from the rooftops
are not the raving mad rants of the Chicken Littles of the world as the CIA and gov.corp
would have us believe.
Since the JFK assassination whitewash, the CIA labeled those of us who question deep state
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lies as conspiracy theorists as its highly eﬀective strategy to dismiss the dark truth from
ever reaching the light of day. Sticking our heads in the sand playing passive and powerless
will allow billions to needlessly die in the coming years. We have no choice but to stop these
traitorous killers from committing the unthinkable – human genocide and slaughter of nearly
7 billion humans currently living and breathing on this planet right now. Acting purely in selfdefense and self-preservation, we must imprison the guilty to save ourselves, our children,
future generations and our precious planet from complete ruin. With the stakes never higher
in history, it’s do or die time on planet earth.
Joachim Hagopian is a West Point graduate and former US Army oﬃcer. He has written a
manuscript based on his unique military experience entitled “Don’t Let The Bastards Getcha
Down.” It examines and focuses on US international relations, leadership and national
security issues. After the military, Joachim earned a master’s degree in Clinical Psychology
and worked as a licensed therapist in the mental health ﬁeld with abused youth and
adolescents for more than a quarter century. In recent years he has focused on his writing,
becoming an alternative media journalist. His blog site is
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